TOP LINE VOCABULARY
1.

Climate change will have ---- impacts on
water resources around the world because
of the close connections between the climate
and hydrologic cycle.
A) significant

B) nonessential

C) unsteady

D) previous

			

E) temporary
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5.

Latin America and South America have
many of the world’s happiest countries, ---because “the cultural tendency in the region
to focus on life’s positives,” according to
the Gallup report.
A) regularly			

B) subsequently

C) timidly 			

D) partly

			

3.

1
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E) unreasonably

Former U.S. congressman and governor of
Indiana, Mike Pence was ---- vice president
of the United States with President Donald
Trump in 2016.
A) debated		

B) compensated

C) enhanced

D) elected

			

E) acquired
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The excavation team has been ---- the temple
of the soldier god Iuppiter Dolichenus for 17
years.
A) exploring 		

B) withholding

C) testifying 		

D) suffering

E) replicating
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11. Solar power is giving millions of people ---to electricity for the first time.
A) option			

B) respond

C) alteration		

D) access

			

9.

Music has a/an ---- influence on the human
psyche because of its connection with
emotional processes.
A) explanatory		

B) unique

C) humble			

D) disastrous
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E) descriptive

E) notion
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The Isle of Thanet is now part of the mainland
of Kent, but in the time of Caesar’s invasions
it was ---- by an arm of water later known as
the Wantsum Channel.
A) exploring 		

B) separated

C) conducted 		

D) influenced

E) departed
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5.

New statistical simulations suggest that
Northern Hemisphere flu pandemics are x at
the tail end of the normal flu season,
according to a new study.
A) emerge			

B) intend

C) launch			

D) mark

			

3.

Attempts to control the ---- of bank note
forgery in India have proven ineffective and
dangerous.
A) innovation		

B) incidence

C) output			

D) maintenance
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E) spread

E) nurture
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7.

To combat rising ---- of obesity, heart disease,
diabetes and cancer, many countries are
considering slapping taxes on unhealthy
foods.
A) revenues 		

B) conflicts

C) rates 			

D) goals

E) projects
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11. Scientists have ---- the structure of a key
enzyme that protects the brain against
Parkinson’s disease.
A) functioned 		

B) exposed

C) generated		

D) identified

			

9.

2
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E) hesitated

Cancer is ---- one of the top killers worldwide,
and the number of cancer cases is only
expected to rise.
A) selectively		

B) predictably

C) precisely		

D) currently

			

E) mutually
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1.

More than 82 percent of residents ---- the
presence of one or more chronic diseases
within their household.
A) implored		

B) reported

C) held

D) published
E) narrated
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5.

During a blood transfusion, a patient must
receive a blood type that is ---- with his or
her own.
A) sensitive			

B) punctual

C) compatible 		

D) affluent

			

3.

3
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E) negligible

New materials enter the market slowly, and
thus the biggest impact is in developing
more efficient methods to ---- the plastics
that are produced in large quantities today
A) seperate		

B) allow

C) sustain

D) recycle

			

E) prevent
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Healthy animals contribute to the ---- of
hunger, to healthy people and to sustainable
food production.
A) achievement 		

B) prejudice

C) elimination 		

D) jeopardy

			

E) advance
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11. Babies are physically ---- by the stress level
of their mother during pregnancy, new research
indicates.

9.

A/an ---- discovered nearby world is
probably close in size and temperature to
Earth.
A) unethically		

B) randomly

C) newly			

D) outwardly
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E) powerfully

A) affected		

B) proposed

C) remained

D) compensated

			

E) caused

